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Instant Niche Expert Crank Out Articles E-Mails That Sell Products Like Crazy, Generate Loads Of

LIFETIME Traffic Position You As The Expert In Your Field Quickly, Easily Without Hundreds Of Hours Of

Training! PLUS Learn The Secrets Of Publishing Masters And How To Avoid Costly Mistakes, Get Past

Spam Filters, Use Personalization MORE Profitably And Increase Response! Would You Like To Make

Your E-Mails Articles More Profitable Than You Ever Thought Possible? If you would like to not just make

some money with your e-mail and article efforts but some REAL cash that can help you make your

dreams a reality you are in the right place.   If youve ever struggled to write an e-mail or put together an

article and want a way to eliminate that stress once and for all, you absolutely MUST read this letter.  

Simply read on and you will be exposed to some of the greatest information on creating powerful

profitable writing ever put together! Do you have any kind of trouble when it comes to writing E-mails to

promote your products or the products of others?   Do your promotions just never produce the kind of

sales that you know the product is capable of achieving and you dont know why?   Or do you try and write

articles and not get the response or traffic from them that you thought you would?   Do you get confused

when trying to figure out how to profitably use personalization, auto responders and how to get your

message past the Spam filters?   If you answered yes to any of the above questions, dont worry, youre
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not alone . There are literally thousands of people out there just like you that own websites or newsletters

that face the same problems every day.   Youve probably thought There has to be some sort of solution

to this problem that I can use and embrace to make the whole writing process not only easy and fast but

also fun and youre right!   You will learn how to make this YOUR reality in this letter including how to

avoid all of the pitfalls that many publishers face.   But first you need to know why...   Most People Who

Own Websites Dont Have A Clue When It Comes To Writing E-Mail Copy Or Article Content Or Getting It

Delivered To Their Readers! We both know that there are loads of sites out there that hope to make

enough money to be profitable every month using the power of e-mail.   The sad truth is that the number

of people intending to profit with e-mail versus the number of people actually profiting with e-mail is pretty

sad.   Youll find that only about 1 out of 10 site owners hoping to make a profit with e-mail are actually

doing so and whats even more disturbing is that only about 1 in 100 site owners are making the profits

they intend to on their promotions.   Im sure that youll agree those are pretty discouraging numbers but

dont worry because you are going to learn how to be that 1 in 100 today.   When it comes to articles youll

find that only about 1 in 30 articles produces an amount of traffic to the authors site that actually

generates any kind of profit.   One of the reasons that these site owners dont succeed in their e-mail and

article efforts is because they just dont have the know how when it comes to writing e-mails or articles

that induce purchases or clicks.   Another is that they arent aware of the pitfalls that foil some publishers

before they even start.   Yet even more publishers fall short on things like auto responders,

personalization, setting up a regular mailing schedule and dont profit as a result.   I know, youre probably

thinking...
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